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"Neogas" offers the customers novelty and special gifts throughout the summer 

 

 

 

In July, very Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday the loyal card holders will be able to get almost 

doubled points on Neocard and receive pleasant gifts within the promotion action "Gas to the Sea".  

In the case of purchasing a specified amount of fuel, at different stations in turn the customers will 

be given cold water, map of Georgia, and with the kilometers   accumulated on the Neocard the card 

holders will be able to ‘gas’ to the sea and enjoy the vacation."Neogas" promotional lottery, with 

presents and of course the main prize - the car, is awaiting for the loyal customers of Neogas. This 

will be done gradually and information will be posted on the company's Fbpage. 

The company perceives the care of ecology as a social responsibility. "Neogas" has already joined the 

Borjomi Forest Restoration campaign, within the frameworks of which hundreds of trees were 

planted in the spring. This is the beginning and "Neogas" will continue to contribute to the 

restoration of Borjomi Forest and calls on everyone to join this action. Green is our choice."Neogas"as 
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a company caring of ecology with its new slogan- Green is our choice! invites the customers to 

choose a product that is less damaging to the environment. The goal of the campaign is to raise 

awareness and commitment and encourage customers to become part of all of this, choose Neogas 

and thus "green" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------- 

“Georgian International Energy Corporation" (GIEC) was established in July 2005. Today it holds 100% of shares of GIG. 

GIEC's main strategic business unit includes the production and sale of natural gas. At present, GIEC operates 8 small 

hydroelectric PowerStation in Georgia and thermal PowerStation of strategic importance, which is located in Gardabani 

region and provides significant energy reserves. David Bezhuashvili is the founder of Georgian Industrial Group.  
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